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an early age. Conducting research in the area of economic activity undertaken 

constitutes an interesting and important research area not only for psychologists 

-

-

-

tionship of money and upbringing, emphasizes that money as a phenomenon 

therefore, considering the subject of money from a pedagogical perspective is 

important. According to this author, the money have become a socio-economic 

commonly seen as marked by crisis of educational interactions, caused, among 

1

seen through the prism of money, being the key to the adopted interpretation of 

-

ing 

1

development of society and the individual”.
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-

-

to the author, this type of reliable research results can be useful in the process 

of preparation of educational programs related to learning about and under-

-

-

-

-

education as a science.

-

actionism, cognitive constructivism, and critical theories. The author bases the 

-

-

about themselves and the surrounding reality by actively constructing subjec-

-

-

subject of the analysis, indicated by the cited author, is the content of meanings 

means to look for meanings that are available to the children developing in a 
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child thinks living in such and not other cultural conditions and participating in 

-

– 

-

– gives the opportunity to reconstruct cognitive abilities manifested in the 

verbal and non-verbal reactions of children posed before an organized 

– -

cate the possibilities of triggering linguistic images anchored in culture 

-

-

constructed in the process of giving meanings to reality. These meanings are 

-

-

-

-

ly, systematically and methodically by pupils in the course of further education. 
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-

nomic theories and submit them to public discussion in the classroom. Early 

-

In contrast to economic socialization, economic education and upbringing 

-

-

process of economic education, is “understanding the value of money in the 

sense of buying and selling and the ability to manage money, including ratio-

of its roles in everyday life, and the level of the ability to practically use mon-

ey, are determined by the regularity of both mental and economic develop-

-

-

ey, teaching of economic phenomena, economic behavior of parents and the 

-
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The origin of money. 

-

The duality of the nature of money. Moreover, the consideration of money 

-

-

ey can be seen not only in the research but also in the linguistic layer. Agata 

money -

ing, thereby emphasizing its homogeneity, uniformity, universality, and inter-

-

money and its symbolic nature, pointing to the multiplicity 
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physical forms, the principles of its emission changed and the range of func-

tions it served in the economic system has been broadened. Such approach to 

-

Economic and psychological approach to money. Economic consider-

ations regarding money focus on its functional aspects and treating it 

-

erations about money translates to focusing on subjective meanings as-

signed to it and the psychological and social functions that money serves 

in human life. It stands in contrast to the economic approach also in that 

-

-

-

value storage function can also be performed by real estate, art collections, 

The psychological approach to money has its source in psychological 

concepts of a man. „Considerations over money conducted on the basis 

of the psychodynamic concept focus mainly on its symbolic role, from 

-
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money that a person has at his or her disposal, can be spent on the va-

-

-

chodynamic and behavioral concepts ignore the fact that a person thinks. 

In a cognitive approach, not unconscious drives, not environmental im-

functioning. In money considerations, based on the cognitive concept of 

man, money is treated as the subject of cognitive processes, such as ac-

-

-

conomic inclination, taking into account its social and educational meanings 

research, an interpretive paradigm has been adapted. In the interpretive research 

-

made it possible to gain insight into the meanings given by the informers to the 

the researcher to penetrate the thought constructs of the respondents and “un-
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-

entries because it is not the purpose of the presented analysis of the research 

material. 

-

ing children the opportunity to make a description of money, have become the 

-

given to the phenomenon by children.

 

-

– „Money makes factories come to be”, 

„Money makes houses and cities”, „With money you can reach goals”, 

„Because of money we can buy something we dream about”, „With mon-

ey you can do many things”

– „We need money to live and function everyday”, 

„We need money to live, to have clothes, food and a house”, „We need 

money to pay for electricity, gas and water”, „Thanks to money we can 

live and buy things we need to live”, „We need money to [buy R.R.] syr-

ups, antibiotics, pills”

– „Because of money you can buy medicine for a sick 

person”, „Thanks to money health centers, hospices appear”, „Money 

is there to help children”, „Money is important to all kinds of charity”, 

„You can share money”
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– „Money is bills and coins that help in 

life”, „With money we don’t have to stress that we won’t buy anything”, 

„With money you can make your life easier”, „Money is useful”

– „We must handle money slowly”, „You have to take 

care of the money”, „We don’t say bad things about money”

– „Because of money you can be happy”, 

„With money it’s good”, „With money I feel better because I know I can 

buy food”

– .”

 The content saturation of the 

– „In money there is good and evil”, „Money is 

good and evil”, „Money isn’t that bad, because you can buy something”, 

„About money some people say good things, and some say bad things”, 

„Money is a bad thing, but sometimes it’s necessary.”, „Money is bad if 

you use it unwisely”

– „Money make me feel happy and a little 

angry”

– „Money is necessary but often 

it’s dangerous”

– „Don’t always talk about money”

– „We need money to live, but it’s not 

the most important”, „Money is not more valuable than love”, „Money 

isn’t the most important”

– „Thanks to money we can buy many things, 

but not everything”, „Some people think money is everything, but not 

me”.

 „Negative” areas of result space 

– „the money doesn’t bring happiness”, „Be-

cause of money you can be unhappy”, „Money is nothing”, „Money is 

unnecessary in a child’s life”, „Because of money some people don’t have 

friends”

– „Money is dangerous”, „Money is 

no joke”, „In money debts are growing”, „Because of money you can 

lose a lot”, 

problems”, „Because of money people go bankrupt”, „Because of money 

you can destroy your life”
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– „Because of money there are wars”, „Because of 

, „Money is evil, it divides peo-

ple”

– „Because of money people become worse”, „Be-

, „Because of money some become ad-

dicted”, „Thanks to money we feel we are better, but we become worse”

– „Money is disease”, „In money there are all kinds of 

germs”, „In money there are bacteria”

– „Because of money there is evil”, „In money there is a 

lot of evil”, „Money is evil”, „Money is ugly”

– „Because of money I sometimes get an-

gry”

– „You don’t talk about money”, „You don’t discuss money”.

. „Neutral” area of the result space can 

– „Money is a method of payment”, „Be-

cause of money you can buy”, „Money is coins and bills”, „Money is 

the thing to pay with”, „Money is the paper you use to pay”, „Money is 

the thing you can spend”, „Money is coins you can pay your bills with”, 

„Money is something you can pay with or put in a cash machine”, „With 

, „Besides money 

there are credit cards”, „Besides money you can use a card to pay”, 

„Besides money there are cows”, „Instead of money you can exchange 

things”, „Instead of money there can be lumps of gold, iron, copper”

– „Money should be saved”

– „Money is earnings”, „Money is what you get for 

working, for example in a store”

– „They say, that money is very important”, „Money is 

a great value”, „Money is very important, because we need it to live”, 

„Money is very precious”

– „You can talk about money”, „You can discuss 

money”,

– „Money is something made up by man”, 

„Money is a green paper with numbers”, „Money is paper with a desig-

nated sum”, „Money is paper and metal”, „Money is paper with writing 

and a picture on it”
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– „Besides money life and health 

count”, „Besides money family is important in life”, „Besides money you 

love people”, „Besides money there’s happiness you can’t buy”, „Besides 

money there’s love”

– „With money someone can be rich”, „You can bathe 

in money”, „With money you’re not poor”, „With money you are very 

rich and you’re not wanting anything”

– „There’s something about money that attracts you”, 

„There’s something about money that gives us satisfaction when we have 

it”, „There is something special about money”, „You can have very long 

dreams about money”, „You can dream about money”

– „Money is all over the world”, „They talk 

about money all over the world”

– „Money is good from God”.

The results of the qualitative analysis of the research material presented above 

role. It constitutes a certain kind of database of meanings given to money by 

role, economic and social functions of money, its types, appearance or history. 

The obtained results, located in the interpretive paradigm of research, reveal 

result space. Children recognize the phenomenon of money as „positive”, „neg-

ative”, „neutral” or „ambivalent”. This diversity in reading the meanings of 

and at the same time negotiating its meanings, jointly discovering, organizing 

-

ever, requires substantive and methodical preparation on the part of teachers.
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